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Ovia Mermaid Academy and Stone Sports Hosts Mermaid Classes
Open House - Wednesday, March 7, 2018 - 1pm-4pm
(LAS VEGAS, NV) March 1, 2018 – Ovia Mermaid Academy and Stone Sports partner to host mermaid
(mermen) classes designed for all ages and skill levels; kids, teens and adults. An Open House is
scheduled for Wednesday, March 7th from 1pm – 4pm, at Stone Sports, 4965 S. Fort Apache Rd, Suite
104, on the corner of Tropicana, west of the 215. Individuals interested in “Mastering the graceful art
and the safe proper technique of Mermaid Maneuvers” are encouraged to attend.
https://youtu.be/B11KFtKTJpQ

Ludivine “Ludi” Perrin-Stsepaniuk, Owner and President of Ovia Entertainment a premier production
company specializing in aquatic events, production and high-level training, established Ovia Mermaid
Academy as a segment of the company’s Training Division.
“Mermaid tails have become very trendy, they are easily accessible at stores and online,” states PerrinStsepaniuk. “The aura of becoming a mermaid is very enchanting. However, what many fail to consider
is that swimming with a tail can be challenging for kids as well as adults.”
Open house activities will include complimentary 20-minute introductory classes, children under the age
of 18 must be accompanied by parent/guardian to participate. Those seeking to take the class must
bring their own swim suit and towel. They can bring their tail or rent one on site.
Stone Sports General Manager Robert T. Laing explains, “Our heated indoor training pool is the perfect
venue for the mermaid classes. The large pool features a shallow area with generous benches and steps
for beginners to become acclimated with the tails. As students’ progress, there is plenty of room for
advanced swimmers to stretch their tails and hone their skills.” Stone Sports retail shop features a
supply of tails for rent and to purchase as well as swim suits, goggles, swim caps, and nose clamps.
As for the fitness aspect, playing and swimming like a mermaid is a great, low-impact form of exercise
especially for the core, arms and legs. Its excellent for strength and cardiac training and increases one’s
flexibility.
Perrin-Stsepaniuk recommends students take a series of classes to become skilled. The most popular
program is Mermaid Pearls, the program takes student mermaids from beginning to high-level mermaid
skills and maneuvers. At the completion of the program each student will receive a certificate and string
of pearls. The academy also offers beginner synchronize swimming classes for Mermaids interested in
learning group routines.

“Much like any swimming activity, even if your loved one has taken mermaid classes, they should always
be supervised by a responsible adult,” stresses Perrin-Stsepaniuk.
Ovia Mermaid Academy is a fun interactive activity for youth birthday parties, group events, holiday
festivities and family milestones.
Ovia Entertainment
“Transforming Pools into Magical Liquid Stages!”
Ovia Entertainment is a premier production company specializing in aquatic events, production and
high-level training. Ovia brings a unique and magical experience with world-class synchronized
swimmers or mythical mermaids. Casino moguls, VIP’s, Vegas Entertainers and noted Singers have
sought-out Ovia Entertainment to create the “wow” factor for their needs. The company’s goal is to
establish synchronized swimming as a mainstream form of entertainment in any aquatic environment:
public, private and residential pool settings. 702-505-3687 http://www.Oviaentertainment.com
About Stone Sports
Stone Sports training and retail center offers the best ski, snowboard, and scuba gear in the market. The
highly skilled staff offers superior scuba and swim training. Here at Stone Sports, we have a lot of love
for H2O. No matter if it’s snow, water, under you or on top, we’re always striving for your best
experience. What makes us unique is the professionalism, dependability, and dedication to provide
superior quality service, gear, and assistance with unsurpassed passion and experience, no matter if
you’re swimming, scuba diving, skiing, and snowboarding. Our PADI Swim school is powered by the
Starfish Aquatics Institute and offers a variety of classes for any and all ages and skill levels. Our certified
instructors can prepare anyone for anything, from their first trip to the seaside to their first swim meet.
Located at 4965 S. Fort Apache Rd, Suite 104 Las Vegas, NV 89148 Corner of Tropicana, West of the 215.
702-799-3021 http://www.stonesports.net
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